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Summer Greetings!
From Tracy Evans Luiselli, Ed. D.
Project Director

Warm Summer Greetings! We hope you are enjoying your summer and
catching up with family, friends and outdoor events. The months of June
and July have been a busy time for our four states—keeping us busy with
trainings, school visits, IEP meetings, and conferences. We are excited about
our Fall Trainings – here are just a few of our upcoming events….(see page
4-5)

NEC Transition Team Initiative
From Christine Martin
NH Ed. Consultant
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The New England Consortium in conjunction with several state deafblind
projects recently provided a one year, online Interdisciplinary Transition
Team Initiative to support and improve outcomes for teens/young adults
with combined vision and hearing loss. Kudos goes out to Pennichuck
Middle School in Nashua, NH! Team members committed on behalf of
their student to participate in webinars, and complete action steps that
would support his transition to high school. Team members met monthly to
view webinars together and review action steps supporting their student’s
transition. Monthly topics included: Person Centered Planning; Developing
Transition Statements in the IEP; and Assistive Technology. A special thank
you to Kimberly Callan, Teacher of the Visually Impaired, for her willingness and dedication to lead the Nashua team!
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A Perspective on Auditory Skill Development for
Children Who are Deafblind
by Honore I. Weiner, Ed.D., CCC-SLP
NEC Education Specialist

Instructional programming for children with
complex profiles requires constant evaluation of
priorities and on-the-spot decision making. A
child’s hearing loss may be overshadowed by
other areas of need. In my role as a
consultant to NEC I often work to help
professionals recognize the importance of maximizing a child’s use of audition and to identify
intervention strategies and goals that are functional and consistent with the child’s abilities
and needs. Audition can help children to connect with people and activities, improve their
ability to predict and act on their environment,
and support communication development.

(1) Audition should be exploited to the maxi
mum degree possible so that it is functional and
meaningful for the child. In some cases, this may
mean developing discrete skills in perception and
discrimination, such as identifying familiar people,
developing awareness of events or activities, and
recognizing warnings and safety cues. Identifying
and understanding auditory information are
important for traveling safely and independently
(Paths to literacy). For other children, audition will
be a basic and important component of a multifaceted approach to communication, facilitating
spoken language, social interactions, and literacy
development.

Understanding the specifics about a child’s
hearing loss can be challenging
because hearing losses differ greatly in type
and degree. There are a number of variables to
consider: degree of hearing loss (from minimal
to profound); configuration; unilateral or
bilateral; conductive, sensorineural or mixed;
stable, fluctuating or progressive; congenital or
acquired. Children might be diagnosed with
additional complicating auditory conditions,
such as auditory neuropathy or tinnitus. They
differ in their personal devices (hearing aids,
cochlear implants, FM systems). They may or
may not be effective users of their hearing
devices. All of these factors are important in
determining goals for auditory skill development. With that in mind, you should receive
and review audiologist reports on your student.

(2) Auditory skill development requires
consistent use and effective monitoring of
personal listening devices. Daily listening checks of
hearing aids, cochlear implants and FM systems
should be conducted by a staff member who is
trained in that process. Support for troubleshooting
and management of those devices should be a part
of the child’s program and services, and should
include the services of an educational audiologist.

There are many misconceptions about
teaching auditory skills. The following is my
attempt to clarify information that I believe is
critical as you address the needs of children
with hearing loss:

Visit NEC4DB.org

(3) Despite the advanced technology of hearing
aids, cochlear implants and FM systems, the child’s
hearing devices do not provide normal hearing.
Wearing the devices is not enough; they do not fix
the problem. Developing listening skills requires
well-crafted instruction and intervention that is
based on a hierarchy of skills. Learning to listen
cannot be left to chance. Instruction should follow a
sequential auditory curriculum or guide, with
consideration of where the child is in the
acquisition of skills, and the goals that are appropriate and functional for him/her. Goals for listening should be consistently implemented across contexts.
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Continue from page 2
(4) Even a slight or mild hearing loss has an
impact on speech perception. Minimal hearing loss
is not inconsequential (Flexer). That recognition has
resulted in a relatively new category of slight or
minimal hearing loss (ASHA). A slight hearing loss
can be particularly problematic for children with
multiple learning challenges because they are at
increased risk for missing or mishearing verbal information presented at any distance and/or under
less than ideal listening
conditions.
(5) Hearing is different than understanding. A
child might hear a sound or speech but not
necessarily know what it means. Understanding an
auditory signal requires that a child distinguish it
from other sounds in the environment. Understanding speech requires that a child hear all the sounds
clearly enough to know exactly what is being said.
(6) Much learning takes place in noisy and
reverberant classrooms, and noise and reverberation (echo) are significant barriers to hearing and
understanding. Accommodations are intended to
improve a child’s access to auditory information. An
FM is an important accommodation because it provides the best access to speech. An FM reduces the
negative effects of distance from the speaker, noise

in the environment, and reverberation on the
ability to hear and understand the important
speech signal. For those reasons, I am a firm
believer that all children with hearing loss
should have the benefit of a personal FM system. In addition, auditory management requires
controlling the acoustic environment to the degree possible: eliminate or reduce noise sources
(blowers, pencil sharpening); cover bottom of
chair legs that are not on carpet; add soundabsorbing materials to reduce reverberation;
close doors to reduce hallway noise. Classroom
set-up and placement of instructional groups
should be carefully arranged because the more
simultaneous groups/speakers occurring in
instructional settings, the more challenging
listening becomes.

(7) Do not underestimate the benefit of
systematic auditory skill development
for your students with hearing loss.

NEC participated in the Connecticut Annual Early
Childhood Conference! From Sonu Rangnekar
CT Family Specialist

In March 2015, NEC participated in the Annual Early Childhood
conference called “Together We will” that was held in Cromwell CT.
This conference is organized annually by SERC and it attracts
educational professionals from various state agencies and school
districts, as well as parents and other service provides. The conference
provides an interactive platform for both
training and resource dissemination.
SERC, formerly known as the Special Education Resource Center,
became the State Education Resource Center according to a change
in state statutes. The agency continues to maintain the Special
Education Resource Center in addition to its broader responsibilities, including early childhood education and school improvement.
Visit NEC4DB.org
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Upcoming NEC Trainings and Events


Parent Leadership Kick-Off Luncheon: Parents learn strategies for advocating for their
child and planning for the future. Also – this is a wonderful opportunity to meet other families,
share ideas, and learn from each other.
Date: October 9, 2015 Location: Grousbeck Center, Perkins
Time: 10:30am - 1:30pm



Family Networking Activities:
Southwick Zoo Family Day
Date: August 6, 2015 Location: Mendon, MA
Time: 9:45am - 2:00 pm
Apple Picking Family Day
Date: October 4, 2015 Location: Honeypot Hill, Stow, MA
Time: 1:00pm - 3:00pm
Sturbridge Village Family Day (Fall, TBD)



Cortical Vision Impairment (CVI) Leadership Training: Under the direction of Dr.
Christine Roman-Lantzy, participants are in their second year of training, refining their projects
and implementing their new skills in assessment and intervention for children with cortical
vision impairment or who are at-risk.
Date: September 25,2015 Webinar
Time: 1-3pm
Date October 22-23,2015 Location: Grousbeck Center, Perkins
Time: 9:00 - 4:30pm



INSITE Training - Birth to Age 6 (Assessment and Curriculum): The INSITE model is
focused on use of the INSITE Checklist, a developmental assessment tool, and direct intervention
for infants and young children who have sensory loss and additional disabilities. The INSITE
materials are extensive, and participants will have numerous opportunities to apply their
knowledge in home, school and natural environments.
Date: October 27-28,2015 Location: Grousbeck Center, Perkins
Time: 9:00 - 4:30pm



DB Advisor Leadership Training: Although our region does not offer teacher certification in
the field of deafblindness, current national activities are focused on developing credentialing for
professionals in the field of deafblindness. In the interim, NEC offers the DB Leadership
Training (2015-2016) to professionals who are committed to increasing their skills in assessment
and intervention practices for learners who have combined vision and hearing loss. This training
will provide at least 48 PDPS. Availability of course credit is currently under review.
Date: November 2015 TBD

Visit NEC4DB.org
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NCDB On-Line Training Modules (Second Cohort): The Open Hands Open Access (OHOA)
Deaf-Blind Intervener Learning Modules are a national resource designed to increase awareness,
knowledge, and skills related to intervention for students who are deaf-blind and are being
served in educational settings (ages 3 through 21). The development of the modules is in response
to a set of recommendations intended to establish a strong national foundation for intervener
training and workplace supports (National Center on Deaf Blindness, 2012). Each module
includes a variety of accessible videos, photographs, slide presentations, and learning activities.
The modules have been guided by an advisory committee, and reviewed by a variety of experts in
deaf-blindness and the process of intervention, experts in module design, and field-test
participants.
Guided training includes:
-Engagement with case studies, videos, slideshows, short readings, and interactive group
discussions
-Conversations and learning with experts, teachers, interveners, individuals with deaf blindness,
and families.
-Distance coaching, course credit, and certificate of completion also available.
Date: September 18, 2015 (Modules 1-4) Informational Webinar
Time: 12:00pm - 1:00pm
Date: September 18, 2015 (Modules 5-8) Informational Webinar
Time: 1:15pm to 2:15pm



NEC Transition Team Initative: Monthly webinars and team discussions will lead to
completion of a Transition Team Action Plan. Lead agencies and partners are encouraged to
attend! Topics will address futures planning; student portfolios; work, community and living
options, and steps to student and parent advocacy. The ultimate goal is to support teams in their
early planning and use of practices that promote successful transition.
Date: September 25, 2015 Informational Webinar
Time: 12:00pm -12:45pm
Date: October 21, November 18, December 16, 2015, January 20, February 17, March 16,
April 20, May 18, 2016 Webinar (3rd Wednesday of every month)
Time: 3:15pm - 4:30pm



DB Overview Training
Date: November 2, 2015 Location: Boston Public School
Time: 1:00pm - 3:00pm



Maine Early Intervention Conference: Serving infants and toddlers who are Deaf and Hard
of Hearing.
Date: November 13, 2015 Location: The Augusta Civic Center
* If you are interested in furthering your knowledge and skills related to children and
youth who have combined vision and hearing loss or connecting to other parents and
service providers – Please Join Us!
For further information regarding any of the training opportunities mentioned above
– please visit our website at www.nec4db.org
Questions may be directed to Tracy Evans Luiselli, Ed.D., NEC Project Director, at
tracy.luiselli@perkins.org (617) 972-7517 or Boi Linh Tran, NEC Project Assistant, at
nec@perkins.org, (617) 972-7515

Visit NEC4DB.org
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Happy Birthday wishes from New England Consortium!

Danai Berrios celebrating her Quinceañera! From
Wikipedia.org
Quinceañera (pronounced: [k̟ĩn̺s̺e̞äˈɲe̞ɾä]; feminine
form of "fifteen-year-old"), also called fiesta de
quince años, fiesta de quinceañera, quince años or
simply quince, is the celebration of a girl's fifteenth
birthday in parts of Latin America and elsewhere
in communities of people from Latin America. This
birthday is celebrated differently from any other as
it marks the transition fromchildhood to
young womanhood.[1]

She looks stunning in her beautiful dress!

WELCOME NEW STAFF
Linh Tran joined the NEC Team as a Project Assistant in
March 2015. Previously, Linh worked for a corporation processing
business orders and interfacing internal and external personnel.
She currently assists the Project Director in numerous administrative duties. Linh will
be taking your calls and answering questions regarding NEC activities, information, and
trainings—call Linh at (617) 972-7515 (NEC Regional Office in Watertown, MA) or email
nec@perkins.org
Please join us in welcoming our newest member!

Visit NEC4DB.org
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Developing Summer Sensory Activities
By Kattia Franca, Educational Consultant, Deafblind Project

After such a long winter, it’s hard to believe that summer is just
around the corner. Along with the change of season come changes
in our schedules and routines. Creating fun sensory activities during hot summer days, it helps to enhance learning through handson activities while stimulating the child’s senses. Children (and
adults) learn best and retain the most information when they engage their senses, but particularly children with combined vision
and hearing loss. Many of our favorite memories are associated
with one or more of our senses: for instance, the smell of a summer
night campfire or a song you memorized the lyrics with a childhood friend. This is a great way for children to gather information around and explore the world they live in!
COOL WHIP SENSORY PLAY - Sensory play using Cool Whip two different ways -- once straight from the fridge, then FROZEN! Hours of
fun for kiddos, especially during the hot summer months. Place a tub
of Cool Whip in the water table, make sure to cover the child up with
old shirts. Encourage them to use their hands and explore the cold
cool whip. They will look, touch, taste, and smell as they play! I added a touch of lime Jell-O powder to the whipped topping to heighten

Water table – Any shallow plastic bin can be used as a water
table if you don’t have something specifically made for this activity. You can add some sand or some food coloring to make it a
bit more interesting for your child. Then, just place some cups,
spoons, bath toys, funnels and anything else you can find that
would work and let your child play in the water. They will enjoy
scooping, dumping, transferring and splashing the water as they
play! Add ice cubes on a really hot day for even more fun (and
it’s a great way to keep cool on those really hot summer days!).

Frozen paints – Combine shaving cream, a drop or two of food coloring and a few drops of scent if you’d like, then freeze the mixture in ice
cube trays. Once frozen, take the cubes out of the tray and let your
child paint with the cubes on a large sheet of paper outside. Once you
are done with the project, clean-up will be easy – just rinse off with a
hose! If you are concerned about your child ingesting the shaving
cream, substitute in cool whip.

Visit NEC4DB.org
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Ice painting – Freeze water with added food coloring into
ice cubes. You can set up a variety of painting experiences;
one of the most fun is to set up paper on your slide and allow
kids to release the ice cubes down the slide (put a bin at the
bottom to catch them so you can use them again!). You could
also place paper in an empty pool or just on the ground.

Make mud – Place some dirt in a bin or kiddie pool and add
enough water to create mud. Give your child toys to play in
the mud with; construction vehicles work particularly well for
this activity! Let them get in the pool and experience the mud
on their body if they’d like!

Beach dough – Combine 1 cup of play sand, 1 cup of flour, 1 tablespoon of vegetable oil and t tablespoon of cream of tartar. Add
small amounts of boiling water (total will be ½ to ¾ cup of water)
until it all combines and then knead the dough to make it useable.
Give your child shells, sticks or jewels to add to the dough to create beach sand art! Allow them to play with the dough however
they’d like, you don’t have to end up with beach sculptures if your
children would rather just manipulate the dough.

Water blob – Visit the www.clumsycrafter.com to read
the tutorial on creating a water blob for your kids – it’s
the ultimate water sensory experience for children of all
ages!

If you have any questions or need support please contact me at Kattia.franca@perkins.org

On the next page you can find MJ’s symbols and sign language
related to this activity!

Visit NEC4DB.org

ENJOY!!
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Doing things On the Go
Summer is here! We have some activities you do with your child.
Doing things with music
Do different things while listening to the car radio or to a tape or CD:
• Sing
• Clap (while at a stop light!)
• Move to the music, when you’re stopped or in the back seat with your child
• Talk about how the music makes you feel
To help your child succeed, you can:
• Encourage your child to make sounds (la-la-la)
• Show your child how to move to the music - car dancing - when you’re stopped at a light!
• Ask Yes/No questions (e.g. Does this song make you feel happy?)
To make it more of a challenge, you can:
• Encourage your child to sing without you
• Let your child use a musical instrument such as a toy drum
• Have your child create dance moves - but stay buckled up!
• Ask open-ended questions (e.g. Why does this music make you feel like dancing?)

Beginning to sing songs
While singing in the car together, you can:
• Move to the beat together when stopped or sitting in the back seat
• Make gestures that go with the song (e.g. Row, Row, Row Your Boat)
• Encourage your child to sing along
• Sing the rhyming words louder or softer
To help your child succeed, you can:
• Play your child’s favorite tape or CD in the car
• Sing his or her favorite song while driving
• Bounce up and down in the car seat!
• Tune the radio to your child’s favorite station
To make it more of a challenge, you can:
• Encourage your child to move to the beat on his or her own while in the car seat
• Encourage your child to make gestures that go with the song all by him or herself
• Have your child sing some of the song’s words aloud (e.g. Wheels on the Bus)
• Have your Have your child say the rhyming words with you

Making up silly songs
Do different things while singing to the car radio:
• Make up words to the song (Row, Row, Row My Car)
• Make up silly words to the song (Bow, Bow, Bow My Squoat)
• Talk about your silly song, use words to describe it
To help your child succeed, you can:
• Make up a song that describes what you’re doing (Honk, Honk, Honk the Horn)
• Say some real and nonsense words and see if your child can pick out the silly ones
• Have your child say a letter sound and make up a silly word that starts with that sound
To make it more of a challenge, you can:
• Have your child make up a song that describes what he or she is doing (Going, Going, Going to
Grandma’s)
• Say a sound, have your child make up a silly word and then use that word in a song
Visit NEC4DB.org
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New England Consortium for
Deafblind Technical Assistance
and Training (NEC)
Regional Office:
175 North Beacon St.
Watertown, MA 02472
Phone: 617-972-7515
Fax: 617-972-7354
Website: www.nec4db.org
E-mail: NEC@perkins.org

Wishing You and Your Family a
Have a Happy and Enjoyable Summer… From Your friends at NEC!

NEC

Visit NEC4DB.org
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